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XRS 075

X-ray Tubes
IMS Röntgensysteme only uses X-ray tubes made by COMET

AG. COMET AG is the world market leader in the field of in-

dustrial metal-ceramic X-ray tubes. A long-standing partner-

ship has led to the development of X-ray tubes for a variety of

measurement applications. It has been possible, for example, to

achieve significant improvements in stability. This means that

the entire package consisting of state-of-the-art technological

components made by IMS Röntgensysteme has been con-

sistently upgraded.

Assembly
The XRS system is very flexible due to its moveable compo-

nents. The generator is designed in such a way that it can be

assembled in any position. 

Stability
The outstanding feature of the system is the extreme high-vol-

tage stability in both short-term and continuous operation.

Together with the metal-ceramic X-ray tubes, it forms an ideal

solution for the generation of high-stability X-ray radiation.

Analytical Options
An extensive range of analytical options is made available via

the network connection. It is possible to output all actual and

controller values in short cycle times and display them on the

control computer. The values can also be documented and eva-

luated in a long-term memory.

Optional Accessories
Cooler

Control computer

Accessory sets for commissioning

XRS 075 System
The XRS 075 system from IMS Röntgensysteme comes with all

the necessary components for customised use at your site. The

XRS system includes an IMS XRG 075 generator, one of three

individually selectable COMET X-ray tubes and a Claymount HV

cable. A cooler - including all necessary connection elements –

is also available as an option. In order to ensure an uncompli-

cated commissioning procedure and control of the system, we

supply our intuitive operating software "anculo" as part of the

order.

Prior to delivery, the individual components and the entire

system are tested together in order to ensure trouble-free

assembly and handling, as well as fault-free operation. The XRS

system demonstrates the ongoing commitment and con- 

tinuous innovation of IMS Röntgensysteme to  provide a tech-

nology whose added value benefits our customers world-

wide.

Generator XRG 075
Thanks to state-of-the-art control and high-voltage techno-

logy, IMS Röntgensysteme GmbH has been able to create a

compact design with an output voltage of 75 kV and a total

output of 1000 watts. The X-ray generator can be directly con-

nected to the PC via a connection which is integrated into the

housing. Further connectivity options for warning and emer-

gency shutdown systems are offered in order to ensure the

safety of your employees and the entire system.

anculo Operating Software
anculo - from the Latin for "I serve" - is the operating software

for the X-ray systems of the company IMS Röntgensysteme

GmbH. This software will assist you in carrying out investiga-

tions using X-ray technology. The simple input of the X-ray

parameters and the possibility of selecting and storing working

sequences make it easier for you to find the optimum setting

for each particular measurement task.
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XRG 075 

High voltage

Setting range 5-75 kV; digitally controlled; 0.1 kV steps

Absolute accuracy ± 0.5 %

Reproducibility ± 0.1 %

High-voltage stability ± 0.2 % 

Temperature drift < 50 ppm/°C   

High-voltage connection CA11

Emission current

Setting range 0.5-17.5 mA; 0.1 mA steps

Absolute accuracy ± 1 % 

Reproducibility ± 0.1 % 

Emission current stability ± 0.1 %  

Temperature drift < 50 ppm/°C

Focus large

Power

Maximum output 1000 W

Duty cycle ∞
�

Mains connection

High-voltage generation 180-250 VAC, 10 A, single-phase, 50/60 Hz

Auxiliary voltage 180-250 VAC, 2 A, single-phase, 50/60 Hz

Cable lengths

High-voltage cable max. 12 m

Cooling

Connection Quick coupling for liquid cooling 

Cooling media Water or water-glycol mixture

Coolant temperature min. � ambient temperature, max. +40 °C

Ambient conditions

Operation 0 °C to +45 °C, 80 % rel. humidity, non-condensing

Storage +10 °C to +40 °C, 90 % rel. humidity, non-condensing

Protection type IP30

Dimensions and weight

X-ray generator (L x W x H) 380 x 130 x 255 mm 

Weight 15 kg

Technical Data

Dimensioned drawings
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X-ray tubes

The MXR-75HP/20 is a unipolar water-cooled
X-ray tube assembly without integrated radia-
tion protection. It is characterised by a single
focal spot, a high-performance tungsten anode
and a direct beam. The tube has been specifi-
cally designed for imaging in non-destructive
material testing.

MXR-75HP/20 

The MXR-75HP/20FB is a unipolar water-cooled
X-ray tube assembly without integrated radia-
tion protection. It is characterised by a single
focal spot, a high-performance tungsten anode
and a fan beam. The tube has been specifically
developed for imaging in non-destructive mate-
rial testing.

MXR-75HP/20FB 

The MXR-75/30 is a unipolar water-cooled X-ray
tube assembly without integrated radiation pro-
tection. It is characterised by a single focal spot,
a tungsten anode and a direct beam. The tube
has been specifically developed for thickness
measurement and sorting.

MXR-75/30 

Dimensioned drawings



Areas of Application - XRS 075

The XRS 075 system is already used in many fields. The following list includes some examples of these:

Sorting Safety measurement technology

Thickness measurement Non-destructive material testing

�      Food inspection Automatic optical inspection

Please feel free to contact us, even if your specific application is not listed yet!

System Highlights

The XRS 075 system is characterised among others by the following key features:

Coordinated components  High temperature stability

Compact, industry-standard design High reproducibility for kV and mA

Low-ripple high voltage control Automatic arc detection

Wiring Diagram / System Components (some optional)

Monitoring and safety switches

Control unit X-ray generator

Cooler

X-ray tubeHV-cable

Power supply and protector

Cooling hoses

Cooling hoses

Control cables

XRS 075



IMS Röntgensysteme GmbH

Dieselstrasse 52

42579 Heiligenhaus

Germany

Phone +49 2056 975 600

Fax +49 2056 975 601

info@ims-roentgensysteme.de

www.ims-roentgensysteme.de

About IMS Röntgensysteme

IMS Röntgensysteme develops and produces X-ray components

for industrial applications. Our know-how is not only appreciated

and in demand worldwide in steel works. X-ray technology has

become an integral part of industrial material inspections. The use

of  safe, powerful and robust testing systems directly in the ongo-

ing production process also means considerable time and cost sav-

ings, as well as a significant increase in quality.

X-ray Technology

X-ray systems offer a diverse range of applications

Measuring systems for the steel and

non-ferrousmetal industry

Non-destructive material testing (also mobile)

Microfocus technology

Electron beam applications

Medical technology

System Concept

At the heart of each system is the X-ray generator. It provides the

high voltage for the operation of the X-ray tube and is

available in various designs. Further aspects - depending on

requirements – are the operating software, measuring equipment,

X-ray tube assemblies and safety components.

Services

The requirements placed on electronic and electrotechnical devices

with regard to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and environ-

mental suitability are high. Appropriate evidence has to be provid-

ed before the start of series production. Our test laboratory offers

you the opportunity to test your products as well as other parts of

your technical equipment in this respect. Please feel free to contact

us!

IMS Röntgensysteme GmbH

is a wholly-owned subsidiary

of the IMS Group.
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